Blockseal Standard

Block Paving Joint Sand Binder

Description:

**Blockseal Standard** is an elastomeric urethane polymer specially formulated to bind jointing sand in block paving and provide surface protection to the blocks.

The product has been specially designed to deeply penetrate the jointing sand to permanently bond the sand particles, thus forming an elastomeric seal whilst retaining the flexibility of paving and virtually eliminating sand erosion.

System Benefits:

- Reduced growth of moss, weeds & lichen
- Prevents sand loss from joints
- Maintains stability of blocks
- Blocks and joints treated in one application
- UV stable
- Makes oil & fuel stains easier to remove
- One component ready use

**Blockseal Standard** is used extensively in both commercial and domestic applications.

**Commercial**: Pedestrian precincts, supermarket car parks, fuel stations, central reservations, haulage depots, ports, docks, seafront areas, fire stations, airport hard standings & taxiways.

**Domestic**: Driveways, patios, pathways & walkways.

**Application**: A one coat application is also usual. Where it is desirable to enhance the appearance of the blocks, two or more applications may be made.

**Blockseal Standard** is easy to apply using a fine-rose watering can and squeegee at the required rate.

*For more detailed information on Blockseal Standard including coverage, size, limitations and application methods please call +44(0)191 4168360.*